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Chapter 3

Pattern recognition, tracking and

combined muon reconstruction

3.1 Introduction

The ATLAS detector is designed to be efficient in the detection of muons over a large
momentum and rapidity range. With its two tracking systems, the Inner Detector and
the Muon Spectrometer, precise measurements of the properties such as momentum,
charge and direction of muons are possible. Software has been developed to reconstruct
these muons, e.g. identifying the tracks and providing a measure for their position,
direction and momentum.

In this chapter, the track reconstruction software for muons is discussed. In the first
section, reconstruction of charged particles in the Inner Detector is presented. In the
next section, track reconstruction in the Muon Spectrometer is covered. Both systems
make use of the common tracking software, which is explained in the subsequent sections.
Combined reconstruction and muon tagging rely heavily on these common tracking tools
and benefit greatly from the modular structure of the reconstruction software. The last
section covers the combined muon reconstruction and discusses the set of reconstruction
algorithms available within the ATLAS software framework.

3.2 Tracking in the Inner Detector

The Inner Detector track reconstruction makes no clear distinction between pattern
recognition and track fitting. Pattern recognition is selecting hits together that belong
to the same trajectory, providing a first estimate of the parameters of the trajectory.
The parameters are the position, direction and momentum of the particle at one point
along the trajectory. Track fitting gives the best estimate of the parameters of the
trajectory given the set of hits from the pattern recognition step. Section 3.4 will cover
the concept of a track and its parameters in more detail.

Tracking in the Inner Detector is done in two main sequences: the inside-out re-
construction followed by the outside-in reconstruction. The outside-in reconstruction
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Pattern recognition, tracking and combined muon reconstruction

recovers inelastic material interactions and decays of neutral particles in flight. For
muon reconstruction, the inside-out sequence is the most important one.

3.2.1 Inside-out tracking

The reconstruction starts with the formation of 3 dimensional representations of hits in
the silicon detectors called SpacePoints. The pixel modules provide 3 dimensional hit
information that consists of a two dimensional measurement associated to a detector
element surface. For the SCT modules, a SpacePoint is constructed using the measure-
ments from the two sensors glued back to back under a stereo angle on a single module,
as mentioned in section 1.2.1.

SpacePoints from the pixel detector serve as seeds for track candidates, optionally
using a z vertex constraint. Track candidates are made by performing a Kalman fit [33]
to the pixel seeds, following the trajectory and including successive silicon hits in the
fit.

The seeded track finding results in a high number of track candidates from which
many may share hits or are incomplete. Shared hits are called ambiguities and need to be
resolved, e.g. each hit needs to be associated to one track . Ambiguities are resolved by
refitting the track and evaluating a χ2 over number of degrees of freedom. Also, a track
scoring strategy is deployed. Track scoring favors fully reconstructed tracks by weighting
different types of measurements with different scores (e.g. precision measurements from
pixels have a higher weight than non-precision measurements). The χ2-probability, the
number of measurements and the number of holes1 are integrated in the scoring function.

Hits that are shared between tracks are assigned to the track with the higher score
and the track without the formerly shared hit is refitted and again scored. The refitted
track is once more evaluated for shared hits with other track candidates. Tracks that
fall beyond a certain scoring and χ2 cut are rejected.

Silicon track candidates are used as seeds to define narrow roads in the TRT detector,
from which hits are added to the track. A fit is performed, combining the TRT and
silicon hits, together with track scoring. Two techniques are available for combined
fitting: a Kalman fitter-smoother procedure or a global χ2 fit [34]. The combined fit
procedures use a detailed geometry description in order to treat material effects properly.
This will be discussed later, in the common tracking software section.

If the TRT extension improves the silicon track, the TRT measurements are associ-
ated to the track. This collection of tracks defines the inside-out track collection.

3.2.2 Pattern recognition using Hough transforms

A second strategy for Inner Detector tracking follows the opposite direction as mentioned
above. It uses the TRT detector as a seed for finding tracks in the silicon detector.
TRT segments are reconstructed by using Hough transforms [35] and histogramming
techniques. The concept of a Hough transform is explained using a two dimensional

1
Holes are sensors passed by the track which do not provide a measurement.
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3.2 Tracking in the Inner Detector
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Figure 3.1: a) A set of points in space and b) their representation in Hough space.
Intersecting lines in Hough space denote a common representation of the points. The
two tracks a) correspond to the two points in Hough space b) with the most intersections.

example. A two dimensional line track can be parametrized by:

x sin(φ) − y cos(φ) = R0 (3.1)

where R0 is the perigee (point of closest approach) of the line and φ the angle between
the line and the x-axis. Every point in the (x, y)-space is described by a curve in (φ,R0)-
space, called Hough space. Since an infinite number of lines may be drawn through a
point, infinite combinations of (φ,R0) parameterizations exist per point, creating a curve
in Hough space.

Figure 3.1 shows two sets of points in (x, y)-space (left) and their corresponding
curves in Hough space (right). The intersect of the Hough curves denotes a common
(φ,R0) parameterization for a set of points in (x, y)-space. These points belong to the
same line. The figure shows the set of lines and Hough curves belonging to the same
line in gray and black. Hough curves from points not belonging to the same track do
not intersect in the same point. These are shown by the dotted line.

The intersect of the curves in Hough space is found by binning the Hough space.
Intersecting curves give rise to peaks in the binned Hough space as is shown in Figure 3.2.
The more lines intersect, thus the more hits share the same track, the higher the peak
in the binned Hough space becomes. The procedure of finding the peaks in Hough space
is discussed in [36].

Depending on the Hough transform used, this technique can be used to find curved
tracks as well as the straight line track in the example.
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Figure 3.2: Representation of points in a Hough histogram.

3.2.3 Outside-in tracking

Straight line patterns in the TRT detector found by the Hough transform are fitted with
a Kalman fitter-smoother procedure giving rise to a set of segments.

Outside-in tracking starts from TRT segments, extrapolates to the silicon detectors
and collects SpacePoints. A Kalman fit is performed, adding successive silicon mea-
surements producing a global track. After resolving the ambiguities as described in the
inside-out tracking section, the outside-in track collection is built using a full track fit
with either a Kalman filter technique of a global χ2 fit. These techniques are explained
in section 3.4.5.

This method recovers tracks from particle decays in the Inner Detector such as V0 de-
cays (K0 → π+π− or Λ0 → p+π− ), conversion electrons (γ → e+e−) and bremsstrahlung
electrons. These tracks have too few hits in the silicon tracker to have an efficient inside-
out tracking performance.

3.2.4 Merging the Inner Detector track collections

TRT segments not combined with silicon tracks are converted to TRT-only tracks. Fi-
nally, this track collection is merged with the inside-out and outside-in track collection.
The TRT-only tracks have measurements in the Rφ-plane in the barrel region and in
the Rz-plane for the end-cap region. Tracks containing silicon hits as well have precise
measurements in both planes. The TRT-only tracks are important for V0 reconstruction
and electron identification but are challenging to use for muon identification.
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3.3 Tracking in the Muon Spectrometer

3.3 Tracking in the Muon Spectrometer

Two main muon reconstruction software packages exist in ATHENA, Muonboy [37] and
MOORE [38]. MOORE is designed conform to the modular philosophy of ATHENA
software, using common tracking tools and will be discussed in this section. For a
discussion on the Muonboy package, the reader is referred to [37].

MOORE track reconstruction makes a clear distinction between pattern recognition,
segment finding and track reconstruction. A schematic overview of the reconstruction
flow is shown in Figure 3.3. Patterns found in the pattern recognition step are used as
seeds for segment reconstruction. From these segments the tracks in the Muon Spec-
trometer are reconstructed.

3.3.1 CSC segment reconstruction

CSC PRD
CSC Segment
Maker

MDT PRD

RPC PRD

TGC PRD

CSC Segment

Pattern
Finder

Muon Patterns

MDT Segment
Maker

Muon Segment

Track
BuilderMuon Track

Figure 3.3: Flow diagram of the MOORE
muon reconstruction package.

Segments are reconstructed in the CSC
detector. Clusters are formed by fitting
charge depositions on φ and η strips. A
straight line is fitted through the clusters
of one type giving rise to φ and η seg-
ments. The φ and η segments are then
combined into one segment containing 3-
dimensional position and direction infor-
mation.

3.3.2 Muon pattern finding

Global pattern recognition in the full
Muon Spectrometer is done with Hough
transforms and histogramming techniques
[36]. The measurements from the CSC
segments besides the PRDs from the other
sub-detector systems (MDT, RPC and
TGC) are used as input for this module.
The search for patterns is done in two or-
thogonal planes, the xy-plane searching
for patterns which we denote as φ pat-
terns and in the Rz-plane for searching for
the so-called η patterns. The Muon Spec-
trometer uses different track models and
Hough transforms for different regions in
the spectrometer. Since there are regions
without magnetic field in the end cap and

the magnetic bending is in the Rz-plane, the transformations are divided in three re-
gions, see Figure 3.4:
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Figure 3.4: The various regions of the Muon Spectrometer in the Rz-plane, which have
different Hough transformations.

� a straight line Rφ transformation is used for finding patterns in the xy-plane;

� a curved Rθ transformation is used for finding patterns in the Rz-plane barrel
spectrometer and the inner part of the end-cap spectrometer;

� a straight line Rθ transformation is used for finding patterns is the Rz-plane for
the outer part of the end cap, where no magnetic field is present in the Rz-plane;

The φ and η-patterns are combined by associating hits from a φ-pattern to an η-pattern
and vice versa. The combined patterns provide an estimate of the position and the
direction of the track candidate, with a typical precision on the direction of the pattern
is 100 mrad. The patterns serve as a seed for the segment finding algorithm [17].

3.3.3 MDT segment reconstruction

The MDT hits from the patterns are used as input for the segment making algorithm.
A segment is a straight line track at station level. In each of the stations, the two
outer MDT hits are taken. Of the pair of hits, four possible tangent lines are made
(Figure 3.5). If the line is within 0.2 rad of the pattern direction estimate and sufficient
hits are found within 1.5 mm of the line, a straight line fit is performed to the measured
drift circles. The minimum number of hits on a segment is 3.

When the χ2 over degrees of freedom (χ2/ndof) of the fit is larger than 10, the MDT
hit with the largest contribution is dropped and the segment is refitted. This procedure
is repeated until the χ2/ndof is smaller than 10. When the number of MDT hits is less
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3.3 Tracking in the Muon Spectrometer

Figure 3.5: Drift circle seeds (black) with possible tangent lines (dotted). The best
candidate line (solid) fits most drift circle hits.

A B C D
Figure 3.6: Different type of MDT hits are: A) Hit on track, B) δ-electron hit, C) hit
out-of-time, D) a ’hole’ is a missed hit.

than 3, the segment is discarded. After the segment is found, trigger hits associated to
the pattern from the RPC and TGC detectors are associated to the segment.

The resulting segments may still contain ambiguities. Segments are ambiguity solved
by ranking them according to the following priority list: most hits on track, smallest sum
Ndelta +Nout +Nhole, most trigger hits, smallest χ2/ndof . Ndelta stands for the number
of δ-electron2 hits (hits with a too small drift radius), Nout is the number of out-of-time
hits (hits with a too large radius) and Nhole is the number of missed hits (crossing the
tube without hit), see Figure 3.6. The δ-electron type of hits have a smaller drift radius
than the segment expects due to the δ-electron passing the anode wire closer than the
muon. Out-of-time hits correspond to an unphysical situation.

Segments sharing hits with higher ranked segments are dropped.

2δ-electrons are electrons knocked out of their atom by the passing muon.
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3.3.4 Muon tracking

The MDT and CSC segments are combined and track candidates are built. A track
candidate is a set of segments from one pattern, where the segments are compatible
with a (curved) track. Compatibility is defined by extrapolating a segment to another
station and matching segments according to their position and direction.

From each track candidate, segments from the outermost station are used for seeding
a track fit. Segments from the next station layer closer to the interaction point, the
middle stations, are fitted to the track seed. This is repeated for all the segments in
the middle station. If the fit succeeds, the two-segment tracks are extrapolated to the
innermost station where this procedure is repeated. In this way, multiple tracks can be
fitted from one track seed.

The set of tracks are sorted by quality according to the number of hits and the
smallest χ2/ndof . Then pairs of tracks are ambiguity solved, i.e. shared hits are assigned
to the track with the highest ranking. From the track with the lowest score, the shared
hits are dropped. The track is refitted with a detailed geometry description, for correct
treatment of the material effects. When the refit fails, the track is dropped.

Finally, the tracks are extrapolated to the beam line to evaluate the track parameters
at the perigee. The perigee is the point of closest approach to the interaction point.

3.4 Common tracking

A common track model and software is used both in the Inner Detector and Muon
Spectrometer, i.e. the mathematics of track parameter propagation, extrapolation and
fitting are the same. Concrete implementations depends on the sub-detector geometry
and magnetic field configuration.

The common tracking software has a modular design, in which common reconstruc-
tion tasks are identified for both tracking systems and delegated to specific software
modules. Abstract interfaces between these modules ensure the interchangeability of
modules with similar functionality but with (sub-detector dependent) concrete imple-
mentations. The modules communicate through a common Tracking Event Data Model
(EDM) [39] [40], a set of data classes describing the objects with tracking information.

First, part of the Tracking EDM used throughout this thesis is explained. Sec-
tion 3.4.2 covers the extrapolation of track parameters through the detector. Material
effects implemented in the extrapolation are explained in section 3.4.4.

3.4.1 Tracking event model

Modular software requires a well defined format of data objects which are passed between
the software modules. An Event Data Model (EDM) ensures the commonality between
the modules. Within the Tracking EDM [39] [40] data objects are split into three
categories:

� Raw data is represented in PrepRawData(PRD) objects, describing the transient
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3.4 Common tracking

form of raw data. Besides the raw data it contains a link to the detector geometry
and a crude calibration of the measurement.

� Calibrated data is represented in Reconstructed Object on Track(ROT). These
objects represent calibrated detector data after the pattern recognition and give
access to information available on the PRDs.

� Reconstructed objects such as Tracks, Segments and TrackParticles.

For combined track reconstruction and muon identification, the last category is of most
importance and will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Track object

A particle crosses many geometrical layers propagating through the ATLAS detector,
referred to as surfaces. These surfaces can be detector elements and provide measure-
ments to the track, or material layers causing the particle to interact giving rise to
energy losses and multiple scattering.

In the common tracking software framework [41] the Track object plays a crucial role
in the Tracking EDM. It holds the full information of a particle traversing the detector,
i.e. the states of the track described at surfaces along the trajectory.

Figure 3.7: Track containing multiple TrackStateOnSurfaces (TSOS). TSOS 1 con-
tains the track representation to the nominal beam line. TSOS 2 holds both a measure-
ment through a hit and the fitted track parameters on the measurement surface. TSOS 3
represents an interaction with material. TSOS 4 integrates several fitted measurements
through a single segment representation.
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The Track object is represented by a container of TrackStateOnSurface (TSOS)
objects, describing the state of the track with respect to a given surface. A TrackSta-

teOnSurface may contain the following:

� The track parameter vector and optionally their covariance matrix together with
the geometrical surface the parameters are expressed at.

� The measurement found on that surface. The different types of measurements are:

– a cluster or drift circle after calibration corrections have been applied.

– a group of measurements on the same detector surface.

– a Segment, i.e. a part of a track within a detector station.

– a SpacePoint describing the three dimensional spatial information of a mea-
surement in global coordinates.

� An interaction with the material, i.e. a change in direction or curvature of the
track caused by scattering, or bremsstrahlung.

� The fit quality of the measurement, i.e. the χ2 of the fit and number of degrees of
freedom.

Figure 3.7 [40] shows a track with a set of TrackStateOnSurface objects. TSOS1
contains the track representation with respect to the nominal beam line (perigee para-
metrization). TSOS2 contains a measurement, hit information on a surface, together
with the fitted track parameters at the measurement surface. TSOS3 holds a material
interaction, illustrated by the change in direction and momentum (curvature) of the
track. TSOS4 represents a set of measurements fitted to a single Segment, assigned to
the track.

A TrackParticle is a representation of the Track on AOD level. It is a smaller
version of the Track but still provides sufficient information for physics analysis. The
Lorentz-vector representation of the TrackParticle is given by the parameters at the
perigee, closest to the production vertex.

Segment object

A Segment is a straight line track reconstructed locally in a detector element such as a
muon station. It contains a set of measurements and a segment quality. The segment
holds a fit quality to describe the quality of the local fit. Other quality parameters such
as the number of delta electrons and holes are stored on the Segment as well.

Parameters on the TrackStateOnSurface object

Global parameters can be assigned to a track at any point in the detector. They are
characterized by a set of variables (~x, ~p, q): position, momentum and charge. However,
track finding and fitting operate in local coordinates which are dependent on the type of
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3.4 Common tracking

local parameters @ cylinder @ disc @ plane @ line @ perigee
loc1 locRφ locR locX locR d0

loc2 locZ locφ locY locZ z0

Table 3.1: Local parameters defined at different types of surfaces.

surface on which the parameters are defined. The track parameter vector T is defined
as:

TT = (loc1, loc2, φ, θ, q/p) (3.2)

Table 3.1 summarizes the different types of local parameters (loc1, loc2) for a given
surface type. For example, the local position coordinates of a TrackStateOnSurface

described at a plane surface is given by x and y, called locX and locY in the common
tracking software. The representation of momentum (φ, θ, q/p) is expressed in global
coordinates since it gives better computing performance for material corrections in the
tracking algorithms.

TrackStateOnSurfaces usually contain the covariances on the track parameters as
well, stored in a covariance matrix:

C =













var(loc1) cov(loc1, loc2) cov(loc1, φ) cov(loc1, θ) cov(loc1, q/p)
cov(loc2, loc1) var(loc2) cov(loc2, φ) cov(loc2, θ) cov(loc2, q/p)
cov(φ, loc1) cov(φ, loc2) var(φ) cov(φ, θ) cov(φ, q/p)
cov(θ, loc1) cov(θ, loc2) cov(θ, φ) var(θ) cov(θ, q/p)
cov(q/p, loc1) cov(q/p, loc2) cov(q/p, φ) cov(q/p, θ) var(q/p)













(3.3)
At surfaces where the parameters are defined without a measurement, the errors are
defined by propagating the errors of the track to that surface. For measurements,
another covariance matrix is stored. It is formed by a sub-matrix of C containing
only those coordinates which are actually measured. For a Segment, the covariances
come from the intrinsic track fit.

3.4.2 Track extrapolation

Extrapolation is the transport of track parameters and their associated covariances to a
destination surface. Following the track through the detector, interactions of the particle
with the detector material have to be taken into account.

Track reconstruction heavily uses extrapolation techniques for local pattern recogni-
tion, track fitting and for track matching. The common tracking framework deploys a
dedicated extrapolation package [42] for this task.

Parameter propagation

In the absence of a magnetic field a particle follows a straight line, in a homogeneous
magnetic field a helix curve. For these examples, a track model (straight line, helix)
can be formulated and the extrapolation can be solved analytically. In ATLAS, the
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magnetic field is highly inhomogeneous, see Figure 1.12. Therefore, extrapolation needs
to be done numerically.

A fourth order Runge-Kutta-Nystrøm integration formalism with adaptive step esti-
mation is used to evaluate the equations of motion of a particle through a magnetic field.
The numerical propagation of the track parameters through the detector is implemented
in two ways in the tracking framework:

� Energy loss is applied at scattering points, thin layers of material. This is imple-
mented in the RungeKuttaPropagator. The equation of motion has the form

d2r

ds2
=
q

p

[

dr

ds
× B(r)

]

(3.4)

Where r is the position of the particle along path s, B the magnetic field.

� Energy loss can also be applied per integration step. In that case thick layers
of dense material are traversed. The implementation of this method is by the
STEP_Propagator. The equation of motion as in expression 3.4 is extended with
an energy loss function:

d2r

ds2
=

q

p

[

dr

ds
× B(r)

]

(3.5)

d(q/p)

ds
= −qE

p3

(

dE

ds

)

(3.6)

where dE
ds

is the total mean energy loss per unit distance.

Both propagation methods stop the numerical iteration when the distance to the des-
tination surface drops below a certain cut value. Material effects such as energy loss
and multiple scattering enlarge the errors on the track parameters. A more detailed
discussion of these effects will be covered in section 3.4.4.

The direction of the extrapolation is usually in the direction of the momentum of the
particle. Extrapolation in the opposite direction is possible as well. Material effects are
reversed: energy losses are added to the track parameters and covariances will become
more precise. Extrapolating tracks in opposite direction with respect to the momentum
is used for instance for back-extrapolation from the Muon Spectrometer to the vertex
(section 3.5) and cosmic muon reconstruction (section 6.3).

3.4.3 Tracking geometry

Track extrapolation requires a detailed description of the detector geometry. The lo-
cation of the detector surfaces in space is needed for the detailed propagation. The
material distribution in the detector should be described in detail as well.

ATLAS uses the detector description GeoModel [26], built from a common geome-
try database. GeoModel forms the interface for the geometry used by full simulation
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(G4Atlas, see section 2.3.2) and reconstruction. Using the full ATLAS detector descrip-
tion for track reconstruction is not feasible due to CPU and memory consumption. For
track reconstruction, we are forced to use a simplified version of the geometry. The
level of simplification is optimized to provide a fast and light geometry description while
ensuring accurate tracking.

In the common tracking framework, the lightweight geometry is called the Track-

ingGeometry [43], a set of volumes and surfaces describing the ATLAS detector. It is
a direct translation from GeoModel, guaranteeing the correct treatment of material and
alignment corrections with a geometry database. Figure 3.8 shows parts of the Muon
Spectrometer described in the TrackingGeometry. The barrel muon stations are left
out to show the inactive material of the barrel toroid magnet and its support system.

The volumes (TrackingVolumes) contain, besides the geometrical structure, mag-
netic field information and material properties. The material properties may be accessed
by layers for point-like material updates, used by the RungeKuttaPropagator, or treated
as a homogeneous material volume, used by the STEP_Propagator. Material properties
describe the material in terms of traversed material thickness and the radiation length
X0.

3.4.4 Material effects

Particles traversing material lose energy and their direction is changed. Within the com-
mon tracking framework, the two processes are treated independently. This assumption

Figure 3.8: Part of the Muon Spectrometer as described by the Tracking Geometry.
The barrel muon stations are left out in this picture.
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is valid since the energy loss is in general small compared with the momentum of the
particle.

Energy loss

Estimating the energy loss of muons traversing through the calorimeters is an impor-
tant aspect of (combined) muon reconstruction. Tracks reconstructed in the Muon
Spectrometer are extrapolated through the calorimeters back the beam line and a cor-
rect treatment of energy loss is needed to provide a correct estimate of the track perigee.
Combined reconstruction algorithms use the energy loss estimation in their track fits.

For the energy loss estimation of a muons traversing material, ionization is the dom-
inant process. Bremsstrahlung and pair production become dominant at high muon
energies. The total mean energy loss per unit length s is described by the three pro-
cesses:

(

dE

ds

)

total

=

(

dE

ds

)

ionization

+

(

dE

ds

)

bremsstrahlung

+

(

dE

ds

)

pair production

(3.7)

The mean energy loss from ionization is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation [44]:

(

dE

ds

)

ionization

= −Kz2 Zρ

Aβ2

(

1

2
ln

2meβ
2γ2Emax

I2
− β2 − ln

28.816
√

ρZ/A

I
+ ln βγ − 1

2

)

(3.8)
with K a constant, z the charge of the incident particle, β = p/E, γ = E/m, me the
mass of the electron and Emax the maximum kinetic energy which can be transferred to
the electrons of the medium. ρ is the density and I the mean excitation energy of the
medium. Z and A stand for the atomic number and weight of the traversed material.

The mean energy loss from bremsstrahlung is given by the Bethe-Heitler equation [45]

(

dE

ds

)

bremsstrahlung

= − E

X0

(me

m

)2

(3.9)

with m the mass of the incident particle.
The mean energy loss from pair production (and photo-nuclear interactions of muons

with the medium) is parametrized [46] [47] in two energy ranges:

(

dE

ds

)8GeV <E<1TeV

pair production

= 0.5345
1

X0

− 6.803 · 10−5 E

X0

− 2.278 · 10−11E
2

X0

+ 9.899 · 10−18E
3

X0

(3.10)
(

dE

ds

)E>1TeV

pair production

= 2.986
1

X0
− 9.253 · 10−5 E

X0
(3.11)

with E the energy of the traversing particle in MeV.
Figure 3.9 [46] shows the contributions of ionization (equation 3.8), bremsstrahlung

(equation 3.9), pair production and photo-nuclear interactions (equation 3.11) to the
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Figure 3.9: Mean energy loss of muons in iron. The contributions of ionization,
bremsstrahlung, pair production and photo-nuclear interactions is shown.

total mean energy loss of muons in iron. Up to 20 GeV the dominant contribution to
the total energy loss is from ionization. For muons with energies above 200 GeV, pair
production and bremsstrahlung become the dominant process. Both the energy loss
included in the Geant4 simulation and the estimation from the STEP_Propagator is
shown.

The total mean energy loss per unit length shown in equation 3.7, enters the equation
of motion 3.6 implemented in the STEP_Propagator. The material effects implemented
for the RungeKuttaPropagator project the material effects onto layers. The Landau
distribution for the energy loss is parametrized by the most probable value, Empv, and
a width parameter Eσ [48]. Both are described by the function

Empv/σ(pµ, x) = a0(pµ) + a1(pµ)x ln(x/X0) (3.12)

with
ai(pµ) = bi,0 + bi,1 ln(Bpµ) + bi,2pµ (3.13)

Where ai and bin are fitted parameters. Besides the continuous and the parameterized
treatment of energy loss in material, measured energy depositions in the calorimeter
cells can be used as well to reconstruct the energy loss of muons in the calorimeter.

Figure 3.10 shows the most probable value of the energy loss versus |η| of muons
with different momenta going through the ATLAS calorimeters: 10 GeV (top left plot),
100 GeV (top right plot) and 1 TeV (bottom plot). The circles denote the energy loss as
calculated by the STEP_Propagator algorithm, the line represents the energy loss values
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Figure 3.10: The most probable value of the energy loss distributions of muons in the
ATLAS calorimeters for muons with momentum of 10 GeV (top left plot), 100 GeV
(top right plot), 1 TeV (bottom plot). The circles show values estimated values from
the track extrapolation, the line shows simulated values by the Geant4 toolkit.

simulated by Geant4. The energy losses in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the
losses from both hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters are shown separately. The
plots are averaged over φ. The deviations between the simulated values and the values
estimated by the tracking at |η| around 0.8 are probably caused by the underestimation
of the inactive material in the tracking geometry. Most of the muons with an energy of
2 GeV are stopped in the calorimeters.

Multiple scattering

A particle traversing material undergoes successive small angle deflections caused by
multiple Coulomb scatterings. This is a stochastic process, giving rise to a Gaussian
distribution for the angle deflections with a mean value of zero. The width of the
distribution affects the errors of the directional parameters of the track, var(φ) and
var(θ).

The calculation of the scattering angle width σMS of a (heavy) particle with momen-
tum p (in MeV) through a material of thickness s (in fractions of radiation length X0)
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Figure 3.11: The multiple scattering of muons in iron.

is given by the Highland scattering formula [49]:

σMS =
13.6

βcp

√

s

X0

[

1 + 0.038 ln

(

s

β2X0

)]

(3.14)

Where β = v
c
. This width applies for scattering in the polar angle θ of the particle and

can be applied directly to the covariance term for var(θ). For the error on the azimuthal
angle φ, a projection correction of 1

sin(θ)
has to be applied.

Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of the multiple scattering angle for muons travers-
ing iron. Muons with a momentum of 1(10) GeV passing through 10X0(1X0) of iron are
shown in the left(right) plot. The open circles show the distribution as given by Geant4
simulation. An alternative scattering model (Molière model [50]) is shown in the plots
as well. The legends of the plots show the fitted values of the mean and the width of
the Gaussian fits, together with the width extracted from the STEP_Propagator module
used in the track extrapolation. The two Gaussian fits describe the simulated data for
the core of the distributions. The tails present in Geant4 are not described by a single
Gaussian assumption.

Formula 3.14 is based on the assumption that the magnitude of the momentum of the
scattered particle does not change. For muons this is the case, though not for electrons.
The treatment of electrons is outside the scope of this thesis but is covered in detail in
references [42] and [46].

3.4.5 Track fitting

Track fitting is an important component of tracking. A track fit is the estimation of
the best set of parameters describing a track trajectory for a collection of hits. Several
track fitting algorithms are available in the common tracking framework, all relying on
the extrapolation techniques and the material description as discussed in the previous
sections.

The common tracking software deploys two main types of track fitters, the Kalman-

Fitter and the GlobalChi2Fitter.
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The KalmanFitter implements forward filtering, backward smoothing and outlier
rejection in the track fit [33]. It relies on the extrapolation engine to calculate filter step
predictions. Material effects are included progressively during the filtering as process
noise.

The GlobalChi2Fitter [34] is based on the minimization of a global χ2 value built
from the hit residuals at every measurement surface to get the best estimator of the
track trajectory. Material effects enter the χ2 function as additional fitting parameters
(scattering angles).

Both fitting algorithms give identical results [34]. The KalmanFitter algorithm is
on average twice as fast as the global method since the latter calculates the fit by solv-
ing linear equations through CPU intensive matrix inversion. The GlobalChi2Fitter

however is more robust since it needs no initial estimate of the covariance matrix of
the track parameters which is a delicate point in the progressive method. Moreover, the
global χ2 fit yields the scattering angles on the track which can e.g. be used in alignment
procedures.

3.5 Combined muon reconstruction

The previous sections covered the stand alone reconstruction strategies in the two AT-
LAS tracking sub-detectors. This section focuses on the combination of the two systems
in combined muon reconstruction.

Section 3.3 described the modular reconstruction program MOORE. Another Muon
Spectrometer based muon reconstruction package exist, called Muonboy [37]. Both pack-
ages reconstruct muons standalone in the Muon Spectrometer. A set of algorithms are
present in the ATLAS offline software framework to combine Muon Spectrometer tracks
with the Inner Detector tracks. The algorithms can be divided into two families, the
Muid and STACO families.

Three main strategies are used to reconstruct different types of muons:

� Standalone muons are identified using only the Muon Spectrometer to reconstruct
tracks. The tracks are extrapolated to the beam region to give the track parameters
at the perigee of the track. The parameters at the vertex are important for physics
analysis.

� Combined muons are formed by matching Inner Detector tracks with Muon Spec-
trometer tracks.

� Tagged muons are Inner Detector tracks that are identified by using either the
energy depositions in the calorimeters or hits and segments in the muon spectro-
meter.

The different algorithms are shown in Table 3.2. Muons identified by the MOORE, Muid,
MuGirl and MuTagIMO algorithms are stored in a track collection called Muid muons. The
STACO muon collection consists of muons identified by the Muonboy, STACO and MuTag

algorithms. A third collection of muons consists of muons tagged by the CaloMuonTag
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3.5 Combined muon reconstruction

Muon type Muid family STACO family Calo family
Standalone MOORE Muonboy

Combined Muid STACO

Tagged MuGirl, MuTagIMO MuTag CaloMuonTag

Table 3.2: A summary of the muon reconstruction families Muid and STACO.

algorithm. Figure 3.12 shows the various muon types schematically. A standalone muon
is reconstructed in the Muon Spectrometer only. A combined muon consists of a Muon
Spectrometer and Inner Detector track combined. The tagged muons consist of an
Inner Detector track with additional information from either the calorimeters or the
Muon Spectrometer.

The algorithms for combined reconstruction are summarized in section 3.5.1, the
muon tagging algorithms in section 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Combined muon tracking algorithms

Both standalone muon reconstruction algorithms MOORE and Muonboy extrapolate the
spectrometer track back through the calorimeters to the Inner Detector region to eval-
uate the track parameters close to the beam line. This back extrapolation introduces
uncertainties on the track parameters since the particles suffer from material effects in
the calorimeters. The quality of the muon track and the precision of the track parameters
improve by combining Inner Detector tracks with muon standalone tracks.

The combined algorithms Muid and STACO perform a matching between pairs of
Inner Detector tracks and Muon Spectrometer tracks and a match chi squared χ2

match is
calculated:

χ2
match = (TMS − TID)T (CMS + CID)−1(TMS − TID) (3.15)

where T is the vector of the five track parameters (expression 3.2) for either the Muon

Standalone muon

Combined muon

Segment tagged

muon

Calo tagged muon

CalorimeterInner Detector Muon Spectrometer

Figure 3.12: Different types of identified muons: standalone, combined, segment
tagged and calorimeter tagged muons.
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Spectrometer track (MS) or the Inner Detector track (ID), and C the covariance matrix
(see expression 3.3) of the track parameters.

The χ2
match is used to decide whether the match is successful and the Inner Detector

track is identified as a muon. To obtain the track parameters of the combined track the
two algorithms have a different approach.

STACO does a statistical combination of the inner and muon track parameters to
calculate the combined track parameters:

T = (CID
−1 + CMS

−1)−1(CID
−1TID + CMS

−1TMS) (3.16)

Muid performs besides the χ2 match an additional comparison between Inner De-
tector tracks and Muon Spectrometer tracks. Inner Detector tracks are extrapolated
to the first measurement on the Muon Spectrometer track. A position match and a
momentum balance check decides whether the Inner Detector track matches with the
Muon Spectrometer track. To obtain the combined track parameters, Muid performs a
refit of the Inner Detector and Muon Spectrometer measurements3. The extrapolation
tools from the tracking framework are used for this refit.

3.5.2 Muon tagging

Muon tagging identifies Inner Detector tracks as corresponding to a muon by using
energy depositions from the calorimeters or hits and segments in the Muon Spectrometer.
In contrast to the combined muon identification algorithms, muon tagging does not
require a fully reconstructed Muon Spectrometer track to identify a muon.

Tagged muons complement the combined muons in regions of the detector where
Muon Spectrometer tracking is difficult. This is the case in the region around η = 0
and the overlap region between the spectrometer barrel and end cap at |η| = 1.2. At
η = 0 the Muon Spectrometer has a gap for the services for the Inner Detector and
calorimeters to enter the ATLAS detector, see section 1.2.3. In the overlap region, the
missing MDT stations give rise to fewer measurements.

Besides recovering muons in these regions, muon tagging increases the muon iden-
tification efficiency for low momentum muons. These muons may be stopped in the
calorimeters, or when they do reach the Muon Spectrometer, only hit few stations due
to their large curvature. In the last case, Muon Spectrometer tracks are not recon-
structed, but spectrometer measurements and segments are available.

Several muon tagging algorithms are available in ATLAS:

� The CaloMuonTag [51] algorithm starts by extrapolating an Inner Detector track
through the calorimeters, collecting the energy measurements in the cells closest
to the extrapolated track of each traversed sampling layer. Especially energy
depositions in the last sampling and in the one and two previous sampling layers
give the most reliable muon signals. Since the calorimeters do have coverage at
|η| ∼ 0, this method is recovering muon identification efficiency in this region, as

3Before the 15.0.0 software release the refit started from the Inner Detector track parameters fitting
the Muon Spectrometer measurements.
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well as muons with low transverse momenta. CaloMuonTag muons are stored in a
separate muon collection, the CaloMuon collection.

� The MuGirl algorithm extrapolates Inner Detector tracks to the inner and middle
layer of the muon system and performs matching at hit level. An artificial neural
network is used to define a matching discriminant. Muon segments are produced
from the matching Muon Spectrometer hits. Finally, a refit of the Inner Detector
track with the matched muon hits is performed. MuGirl muons are added to the
Muid muon collection.

� The MuTag algorithm starts from an Inner Detector track and extrapolates it to
the inner stations of the Muon Spectrometer. A χ2 based match is performed to
a subset of Muonboy segments. Only the segments which do not share hits with
muons identified by STACO are used for matching. In the region around |η| ∼ 1.2
the extrapolation is done to the middle station layer of the Muon Spectrometer.
Low momentum muons are recovered by this algorithm, as well as muons in regions
where Muon Spectrometer tracking performance is low. MuTag muons are added
to the STACO muon collection.

� The MuTagIMO algorithm extrapolates Inner Detector tracks to all station layers
in the Muon Spectrometer, performing a χ2 based match to segments. By default,
(MOORE) segments are used. Multiple segments may be associated to the Inner
Detector track and enter the discriminant for defining a match. This algorithm
is explained in detail in the following chapter. Both low momentum muons and
muons in the difficult regions of the Muon Spectrometer are recovered by this
algorithm. MuTagIMO muons are added to the Muid muon collection.

3.5.3 The Muon collections

Muon reconstruction in ATLAS produces collections of various types of muons (stand-
alone, combined and tagged). The various muons are collected per family (Muid, STACO
or CaloMuon) and the collections produced by the different algorithms of the same family
are merged. These merged muon collections are stored on the ESD.

The muon object is part of the ATLAS EDM and is referred to as an Analy-

sis::Muon. The muon objects consists of the following objects:

� A TrackParticle. The muon object holds several types of TrackParticles, de-
pending on the algorithm which reconstructed the muon. A combined muon holds
the Inner Detector track, the Muon Spectrometer track and a refitted combined
track. A standalone muon stores a Muon Spectrometer track only. A tagged
muon holds the Inner Detector track identified as muon track. A muon tagged by
the MuGirl algorithm may contain an Inner Detector track and a refitted MuGirl

track.

� Tagging information. Depending on which algorithm was used to tag the track as
muon, additional information is stored on the Analysis::Muon. For the segment
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tagging algorithms, the associated segments are stored. For the calorimeter-based
tagging algorithms, the energy deposits are stored. Muons tagged both by Mu-

Girl and MuTagIMO store the MuTagIMO associated segments in the case that the
job is run over commissioning data. When running over simulated data, MuGirl
segments are stored.

� Authors. A list of the algorithms which reconstructed the muon is stored on the
muon object.

After the merging of the collections, the muons are checked for overlaps and muon
collections are created in which overlapping muons are stored only once. A hierarchy in
muon type is deployed, favoring combined muons over standalone muons, and standalone
muons over tagged muons. Combined, standalone and tagged muons overlap when they
share an Inner Detector or Muon Spectrometer track. A standalone muon overlaps
with a tagged muon when they share more than 2 Muon Spectrometer hits. Muons
reconstructed by several algorithms are considered of the type highest in the hierarchy.
That algorithm is the main author of the muon object. A muon may be identified by
different algorithms or authors.

After overlap removal the muons are stored on the AOD.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, muon track reconstruction has been presented. The concept of pattern
recognition, track fitting and ambiguity resolving has been presented, as well as the
implementation of these concepts for track reconstruction in the Inner Detector and the
Muon Spectrometer. The underlying common tracking framework and its components
such as the tracking EDM, the tracking geometry and track extrapolation has been
discussed.

The landscape of combined muon reconstruction was covered in the last part of this
chapter, giving an overview of the types of muons available on the AOD and the various
identification algorithms providing these muons.
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